My dear Mr. Herrick,

I was somewhat disheartened to hear of your illness on the train yesterday. But now that I have seen my surgeon, I am heartened and I am delighted to hear of your progress.

Sage is not really good for that kind of work. Sarge seems capable but superficial. That he had been out of town for two weeks and barely left everything to Sage.

Sage assured me as an

Sage / ancient laurel editor. I should have my counsel. We would have kept our terms, but I had no choice but to accept the facts. I had written some five years of this.

I laughed and told him that he was a very hard work and had been only today, and I wanted that much longer to complete it.

He did not have as much of

afternoon - I told him of several

afternoon. He has evidently published

had a tree with a decorated body in

the rain - he showed them to me.

they are fairly compact and refined

with French tastes - and he found them.
at 7:30 and then could not sell them. If I had given any chance to ask a second hearing he could pretty well get my book sold. He had bought two of architecture and people.

Holding churches where people have time to build churches, they seldom have time to read or think. The time in which a book is where people are.

He had no idea of publishing a book on architecture for less than $5.00. For such small numbers, really we are well off to have a fair chance at intelligent criticism.

I don't think we could get it there. However I left them feeling they would like to have when it was ready.

The holiday business is a nuisance.

Read it in Boston - but Amstel called as soon as finished the hotel and read the secretary came for the manuscript and instruction. I am asking him for cold critical opinion - then who shall be had - his recommendation of publishers - until a view to a book priced 25c or less - and
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Wrote you from any excess expense.

I have the feeling that if I had not had an illusionary idea of Scullin's and had never supposed them as compared with Macmillan, you probably would have found them ready to trust as men as I was them with the writing of it again.

I come up on train, with
Qu. Smith of K.C.I., his dress, and
his wife - They are planning
for 1,722,000 and if_macmillan
failing, to be back to P. F. C.
by part of medicene in and
just of knowing few. over a
Journey of three years. They
seemed more of these than in the
had visited Washington before, and
came back with medical details.

I am immensely grateful to
you and am very Scullin's account
will go ahead - but I fear
as long as Smith is there, they will
be far behind in architectural
items - and Macmillan offers
constantly from foreign furnaces so
I would prefer action - even the less
exclusive.

New York, Wednesday